Wire-grid polarizer sheets in the terahertz region have been fabricated on flexible substrates by nanoimprint technology. They show ideal polarization property in the terahertz frequency region whereas the cost is very low. Since the wire pitch is far smaller than the wavelength, the effective medium theory agrees well with experimental results. The effective medium theory shows possibility of further improvement of polarization properties by selecting appropriate materials for wire grids.
Introduction
Owing to the recent development of the terahertz technology, demands for high quality and low cost terahertz optical components are increasing. The terahertz waves are not only useful for security and medical applications but also useful for investigating material properties [1] [2] [3] .
Some material properties such as birefringence, magneto-optical effects, and other anisotropic nature can be measured with the terahertz waves, which is useful in characterizing materials in the terahertz frequency region as well as other frequency regions [4, 5] . For thin films and opaque materials, the ellipsometry has been developed in the terahertz frequency region [6] [7] [8] . For these measurements, the polarizers are the most important optical components because the accuracy of the measurements crucially depends on the polarization degree of the electromagnetic waves.
In the terahertz region, planar structured metals such as wire grids have been traditionally used as optical components [9] [10] [11] [12] . A wire-grid polarizer is composed of an array of metallic wires, which is the most common polarizer used in the terahertz region [12] . They are usually fabricated by a mechanical method in the free-standing forms. The special fabrication method, however, enhances the cost. Metallic line patterns fabricated on substrates by the photolithography are the alternative polarizers [13] . However, the interference in the relatively thick substrates makes them difficult to be used in the accurate measurements.
Recently, nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) has been developed for fabricating various planar nano-size patterns [14, 15] . Essentially, the throughput of the NIL is higher than that of the conventional photolithography because molds repeatedly used are directly put into thermoset or UV-cured resin, which makes the regulation easer and cost lower. Further, by using films coated with light curing resins, nano-sized patterns in large areas can be fabricated very quickly and cheaply with high-throughput [16] . In this paper, we propose to use this technique to fabricate 3 wire-grid polarizers on thin flexible substrates and prove experimentally that they work well as polarizers in the terahertz region where the wavelength is far longer than the period of the wiregrid structure.
We fabricated a wire-grid structure with aluminum on an 80 m-thick triacetylcellulose ( The polarized transmission spectra were measured by the terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [17] . ⊥ and ∥ in Fig. 2 show the transmission spectra for the polarizations perpendicular and parallel to the wire direction, respectively. The transmittance for the perpendicular polarization decreases with increasing frequency owing to the absorption by the TAC substrate. However, the extinction ratio ∥ / ⊥ of the WGS is of the order of 10-5, which is comparable to that obtained for the wire grids on silicon substrates with the Brewster incident angle [13] and better than that of the commercially available free-standing wire-grid polarizers.
Since the wire pitch p is far smaller than the wavelength  in our case, the effective refractive 
respectively. Here, 0 and are the refractive indices of the air and metal (Al), respectively [18] . In the terahertz region, nm is described by the Drude model as follows:
Here, , , , and are the relative permittivity, angular frequency of the incident terahertz wave, plasma angular frequency, and damping frequency of the metal, respectively. The conventional free-standing wire-grid polarizers in the terahertz frequency region requires a few micrometer-radius wires [12] . Therefore, tungsten is usually used as the wires because of its high tensile strength. In the nanoimprint process, however, various kinds of metals can be used as wires since wires are held on thin films. The extinction ratios of the wire-grid polarizers for several kinds of metals are calculated by using Eqs. (1-3) and the material parameters in Ref. [19] . The extinction ratios are improved by one order of magnitude by using the metals with high conductivity such as copper and silver in place of tungsten or aluminum.
The oscillation in the extinction ratios is attributed to the Fabry-Perot interference in the TAC film. The oscillation and the decrease of the transmittance with frequency can be improved by using thinner and less-lossy substrates such as polyethylene films. Figure 4 shows the transmittance calculated with the parameters for silver and 2 = 1.52 + 0.05 and 2 = 10 µm for the substrate. The undesirable effects of the substrates can be considerably mitigated by using the thin and low-loss substrate as shown in Fig. 4 . The extinction ratio of the conventional freestanding wire-grid polarizers is limited to the order of 10 −3 because of its difficulty in alignment of the few-micron thin wires. In the WGS, the limitation can be overcome by holding metallic wires on thin films. In addition, it is worthy to note that the present WGS works as the polarizer for the visible light. By using appropriate substrates, we can construct ultra-broadband or hybrid optical systems such as ellipsometer, which cover the frequency regions from terahertz waves to visible light.
In summary, the wire-grid polarizer in the terahertz region is fabricated on a flexible substrate by nanoimprint technology. Its terahertz responses agree well with the effective medium theory of the wire-grid media. The wire-grid structures with nanoimprint techniques are one of the ideal polarizers in the terahertz region because of their good extinction ratio, mechanical strength, flexibility of substrates, and large area with low costs. 
